Non-invasive Evaluation for Epilepsy Surgery
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Abstract

Epilepsy surgery is aimed to remove the brain tissues that are indispensable for generating patient’s epileptic seizures. There are two purposes in the pre-operative evaluation: localization of the epileptogenic zone and localization of function. Surgery is planned to remove possible epileptogenic zone while preserving functional area. Since no single diagnostic modality is superior to others in identifying and localizing the epileptogenic zone, multiple non-invasive evaluations are performed to estimate the location of the epileptogenic zone after concordance between evaluations. Essential components of non-invasive pre-surgical evaluation of epilepsy include detailed clinical history, long-term video-electroencephalography monitoring, epilepsy-protocol magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and neuropsychological testing. However, a significant portion of drug-resistant epilepsy is associated with no or subtle MRI lesions or with ambiguous electro-clinical signs. Additional evaluations including fluoro-deoxy glucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET), magnetoencephalography and ictal single photon emission computed tomography can play critical roles in planning surgery. FDG-PET should be registered on three-dimensional MRI for better detection of focal cortical dysplasia. All diagnostic tools are complementary to each other in defining the epileptogenic zone, so that it is always important to reassess the data based on other results to pick up or confirm subtle abnormalities.
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Introduction

Epilepsy surgery is indicated for patients with ‘drug-resistant’ epilepsy. Current practical definition of drug-resistance is defined as failure of seizure control after adequate medical therapy with two or more appropriate anti-epileptic drugs.1,2) The goal of epilepsy surgery is the improvement of patient’s quality of life by seizure control with or without continuing anti-epileptic medications. Albeit not the goal of treatment, it is always kept in mind that surgical treatment is an only strategy that can remove the cause of, or ‘cure,’ epilepsy. Epilepsy surgery can be indicated earlier when drug-resistance is highly expected such as in the mesial temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal sclerosis,3) or when adverse effect of poor seizure control is expected on patient’s development in young children.2) Surgical treatment is planned after comprehensive evaluation of the patient’s epilepsy. In the first part of this review, we introduce a concept of epileptogenic zone and how epilepsy surgery is considered on multiple evaluations. Then, several recent topics on non-invasive evaluations are reviewed, although cyclopedic coverage is beyond the scope of this review.

Epileptogenic Zone and Concept of Pre-surgical Evaluation in Epilepsy

Complete removal of epileptogenic zone is aimed in epilepsy surgery. The concept, epileptogenic zone, is defined as the area of cortex that is indispensable for the generation of epileptic seizures.4) This concept is built on the notion that no single diagnostic modality is currently available to identify the accurate brain area generating patient’s seizures. For example, cavernous malformation certainly causes patient’s epilepsy, but the brain region responsible for generating seizures usually exists in the surrounding brain, where enduring hyperexcitability was acquired by degeneration and hemosiderin deposition induced by the malformation. It is currently hard to know pre-operatively to what extent, the surrounding brain...
should be removed to achieve seizure control.\textsuperscript{5,6} This is also the case in other etiologies, including focal cortical dysplasia, brain tumors, stroke, and traumatic brain injury, although intrinsic epileptogenicity is proved in certain lesions with neuronal components, such as focal cortical dysplasia, ganglioglioma, and cortical tubers.\textsuperscript{7,8} Therefore, the epileptogenic zone is a theoretical concept.

Epileptogenic zone is estimated after results of multiple evaluations. A variety of diagnostic tools define different cortical zones of epileptic abnormality (Table 1). These cortical zones can overlap with high concordance or can be discordant each other, because each diagnostic method has their own sensitivity and specificity for defining the location and extent of epileptogenic zone. When the concordance is high, estimated location and the extent of epileptogenic zone becomes accurate and confident. Currently, the presence of a structural epileptogenic lesion in MRI is most reliable and accurate information for epileptogenic zone. Complete removal of MRI-visible epileptogenic lesion is associated with seizure freedom after epilepsy surgery.\textsuperscript{9}

Information obtained by a single evaluation can be fragmented and spatially not clear, but highly specific for laterality or possible location of the epileptogenic zone. For example, the presence of head version to the right side immediately before secondary generalized tonic-clonic seizure strongly indicates seizure originating in the left hemisphere. Similarly, the focal tonic-clonic seizure in the left leg strongly indicates the epileptogenic zone nearby the right primary motor cortex of the leg level. These are highly diagnostic even in the absence of clear MRI lesion and clear EEG (electroencephalography) substrates.\textsuperscript{10} All diagnostic results are complementary to each other, and are interpreted on their own sensitivity and specificity.

**Non-invasive Pre-surgical Evaluation of Epilepsy**

There are two purposes in the pre-operative evaluation: localization of the epileptogenic zone and localization of function. Surgery is planned to remove possible epileptogenic zone while preserving functional area. Non-invasive evaluations of drug-resistant epilepsy are listed in Table 1. Detailed history taking, structural MRI, long-term video-EEG monitoring, and neuropsychological testing are considered as essential for pre-surgical evaluation in clinical practice. Optional evaluations can be performed on necessity. Because the evaluation is aimed to make surgical decision, no routine sets exist and evaluations can be tailored to the patient's needs. For example, anterior temporal lobectomy can be indicated for a patient with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy only based on structural MRI, routine EEG, and a detailed clinical history, after confirming the presence of unilateral hippocampal atrophy and typical history for mesial temporal lobe epilepsy 'syndrome.'\textsuperscript{11} On the other hand, optional evaluations such as MEG and ictal SPECT can be critical for surgical decision making in patients with ‘MRI-negative’ focal epilepsy.

**Long-term Video-EEG Monitoring (LTVEEG) with Scalp Electrodes**

The purpose of LTVEEG is 1) to rule out non-epileptic seizures and 2) to analyze ictal semiology / EEG for localization of epilepsy. Even if a patient has established diagnosis of epilepsy, the presence of concomitant non-epileptic seizures should be carefully ruled out. A significant proportion of medical intractability is caused by misdiagnosis of non-epileptic seizures.\textsuperscript{3} Moreover, 10–30% of patients with drug-resistant seizures have both epileptic and non-epileptic seizures. Although epilepsy can be affirmed by clear history of witnessed seizures and interictal epileptic EEG, further documentation of the patient’s habitual seizures with LTVEEG is routinely recommended.

Table 1 Non-invasive pre-surgical evaluations for epilepsy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluations</th>
<th>Cortical zones of epileptic abnormality$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detailed clinical history*</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video-EEG monitoring*</td>
<td>Seizure onset zone, Symptomatogenic zone, Irritative zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI*</td>
<td>Epileptogenic lesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuropsychological evaluation*</td>
<td>Functional deficit zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDG-PET</td>
<td>Epileptogenic lesion$^b$, Functional deficit zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetoencephalography (MEG)</td>
<td>Irritative zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iomazenil-SPECT</td>
<td>Epileptogenic lesion$^b$, Functional deficit zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ictal ECD-SPECT</td>
<td>Seizure onset zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional MRI / Functional MEG</td>
<td>Eloquent cortex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sensitivity and specificity of localizing/lateralizing features in seizure semiology have been reported. Localizing/lateralizing features are often only supportive for other evaluations, and lack of those features does not mean non-localizable or non-lateralizable epilepsy. However, seizure semiology can be highly diagnostic when the epileptic lesion is absent, very small, or deeply seated so that minimum EEG changes are associated. Important seizures for such situations include supplementary motor area seizures, focal tonic-clonic seizures and focal somato-sensory auras.

Semiological features are well documented in mesial temporal lobe epilepsy and seizures near the primary functional areas, such as the primary motor, somato-sensory, and visual cortices. In contrast, localizing semiological features are not well understood in frontal and parietal association areas, and several limbic and paralimbic regions such as cingulum, orbito-frontal and insula cortices. Recent studies with stereo-tactic intracranial EEG are revealing electro-clinical correlation of seizures originating in those areas. In frontal lobe seizures, those originating in the anterior lateral and medial prefrontal regions are characterized by integrated gestural motor behaviors with distal stereotypy, and those originating in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex are characterized by ‘fearful’ facial expression and behaviors. Importantly, the medial prefrontal seizures are typically not associated with elementary motor signs and occasionally characterized by hyperkinetic behaviors. Seizures generated by insular lesions usually mimic temporal or frontal lobe epilepsy, characterized by a variety of symptoms. Specific signs of insular seizures include autonomic, viscero- and somato-sensory symptoms, a sensation of laryngeal constriction, and paresthesia. Seizures arising from the posterior cingulate gyrus are electro-clinically similar to temporal lobe epilepsy. Those arising from the anterior cingulate gyrus are characterized by hyperkinetic behaviors with the presence of fear or laughter.

**Epilepsy Protocol MRI**

Patients should be evaluated with epilepsy protocol MRI: sets of MRI sequences specialized for detecting epileptogenic lesions. High-quality MRI is mandatory for the evaluation of epilepsy. Non-expert reading of standard MRI fails to detect 61% of epileptogenic lesions. Recommended sets of sequences were proposed as ‘essential 6’ (Table 2). The combination of FLAIR, T2/STIR, and hemosiderin/calcification sensitivity sequences such as susceptibility weighted imaging can detect nearly all epileptogenic lesions. Three-dimensional

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Slice thickness</th>
<th>Cut-plane orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1 / MPRAGE</td>
<td>1 mm isotropic</td>
<td>3-dimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 / STIR</td>
<td>&lt;3 mm axial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 / STIR</td>
<td>&lt;3 mm coronal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAIR</td>
<td>&lt;3 mm axial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAIR</td>
<td>&lt;3 mm coronal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2* / SWI</td>
<td>&lt;3 mm axial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*should be acquired angulated to hippocampal axis. MPRAGE: magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo, STIR: short-tau inversion recovery, FLAIR: fluid attenuated inversion recovery, SWI: susceptibility-weighted imaging.

T1-weighted images are suited for detecting migration disorders such as periventricular heterotopia, as well as for anatomical co-registration with other images including PET and SPECT. All T2 and FLAIR images should be angulated perpendicular to the hippocampal axis.

The epilepsy protocol MRI is especially aimed to detect hippocampal sclerosis and focal cortical dysplasia, which are the most prevalent etiology of drug-resistant epilepsy. Detection of hippocampal sclerosis is important because it can be associated with neocortical epileptogenic lesion (dual pathology). In the dual pathology, resection of both sclerotic hippocampus and neocortical lesion is required for maximum chance of seizure freedom. Hippocampal sclerosis is characterized by volume loss, increased T2 signal, and loss of the internal structures of the hippocampus. However, 5–10% of pathological hippocampal sclerosis shows no obvious atrophy on MRI, volumetric analysis and T2 relaxometry can enhance the detection of mild form or bilateral hippocampal abnormality. Additionally, quantitative analysis of glucose metabolism and white matter signal changes is helpful in identifying anterior temporal lobe abnormality associated with mesial temporal epileptogenicity.

Focal cortical dysplasia often shows only subtle abnormalities in MRI. Volume acquisition of T1-weighted, T2-weighted, and FLAIR images can be added to identify and confirm abnormally-thickened cortex, gray-white matter blurring, or trans-mantle signs. The volume acquisition enables us to review suspected abnormality in any slice angulation. Volume-rendered brain imaging is useful to identify abnormal sulci. Voxel-based morphometry and sulcal pattern analysis are developed for objective and automated detection of focal cortical dysplasia.
Recently, small middle-fossa encephalocele is recognized as a cause of ‘non-lesional’ TLE.\textsuperscript{30–32} Thin-sliced examination of the middle fossa would be recommended for patients with MRI-negative temporal lobe epilepsy, not to overlook such under-recognized etiology.

**FDG-PET**

Epileptic abnormality usually presents glucose hypometabolism interictally. FDG-PET is indicated especially when no structural lesions are identified on MRI. The PET imaging should be registered on three-dimensional MRI (fusion image) for accurate interpretation (Fig. 1A-C), because co-registration of FDG-PET and MRI is known to improve detection of focal cortical dysplasia.\textsuperscript{33} This method especially enhances detection of MRI-negative type I cortical dysplasia, and complete removal of PET-positive lesion is associated with excellent seizure outcome.

FDG-PET is also useful in identification of surgically treatable MRI-negative temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) (Fig. 1D–F). Anterior temporal glucose hypometabolism is recently recognized as a typical pattern in non-lesional mesial TLE and denoted as ‘MRI-negative PET-positive TLE’.\textsuperscript{34,35} The surgical outcome of MRI-negative PET-positive TLE is comparable with mesial TLE with hippocampal sclerosis, although dichotic response was pointed out in its post-operative seizure outcome, i.e. the patients were divided into those with class I outcome and those with class III or IV outcome.

**Magnetoencephalography (MEG) and ictal Single-photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT)**

MEG and ictal SPECT are important localization tools for epileptogenic zone in patients with inconclusive findings in the above evaluations. Generators of interictal spikes are estimated with equivalent current dipole (ECD) modeling in MEG. Registered images of ECDs on the patient’s MRI are called magnetic source imaging (MSI). When interpreting MSI, the following two limitations should be kept in mind. First, due to inherent limitation in MEG and ECD modeling, MSI inevitably has unknown amounts of errors in its spatial accuracy. Second, MSI is usually derived from interictal recording, and interictal epileptic spikes can occur remote from the epileptogenic zone.\textsuperscript{36}

---

**Fig. 1** Co-registration of FDG-PET and MRI. (A) Axial FLAIR image in a 19-year-old man with the right medial frontal focal cortical dysplasia (FCD). Abnormally thickened cortex is associated with blurred gray-white matter junction (arrows). (B, C) Co-registered FDG-PET images show focal glucose hypometabolism in the lesion (arrows). Co-registration of FDG-PET and MRI improves detection and identification of FCD. The patient became seizure free after lesionectomy. Histo-pathological diagnosis was FCD type 2b. (D) Coronal T2 weighted image shows no remarkable abnormalities in a 27-year-old woman with the left temporal lobe epilepsy. (E, F) Co-registered FDG-PET showed glucose hypometabolism in the left anterior temporal lobe. The patient underwent left anterior temporal lobectomy, followed by seizure freedom. Histo-pathologically no specific abnormality was identified in the hippocampus and temporal neocortex.
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Nevertheless, MSI can provide crucial information in surgical decision making. Anterior temporal distribution of ECDs is affirmative in the diagnosis of mesial temporal lobe epilepsy.\(^{37}\) In extra-temporal lobe epilepsy, complete removal of ‘clustered’ ECDs is associated with better post-operative seizure outcome.\(^{38,39}\) In contrast, diffusely distributed ECDs are suggestive of diffuse epileptogenic zone. The orientation of ECD provides an important clue for determining the epileptogenic side of opposing cortices in the cerebral sulcus.\(^{36}\) At their peak, epileptic spikes usually generate dipolar current oriented to the basal side of the cortex. For example, in the central sulcus, anteriorly oriented dipoles suggest activation of the anterior, or frontal, bank of the sulcus.

Ictal SPECT visualizes the area of increased cerebral blood flow induced by an epileptic seizure. Although it is only feasible in patients with frequent seizures, Ictal SPECT is a powerful tool for localization of the possible epileptogenic zone. Subtraction ictal SPECT co-registered to MRI (SISCOM) has higher predictive value for epileptogenic zone than side-by-side comparison of ictal and interictal SPECT.\(^{40}\) Yield of ictal SPECT depends on the timing of tracer injection. Delayed injection may only detect secondary hyperperfusion after seizure spread, producing diffuse or non-localized findings. Early tracer injection is an important factor for better localizability.\(^{41}\)

### Combination of Multimodal Imaging

Multimodal evaluations should be reviewed and interpreted together, because epilepsy-related abnormality is occasionally subtle, ambiguous, or uncertain. Localizing information of one modality may enhance detection of or convince the presence of subtle abnormalities in another modality. For example, reviewing the area of MEG dipoles may detect small focal cortical dysplasia that was not previously found by routine MRI (Fig. 2).\(^{10}\) It is

---

**Fig. 2** Magnetic source imaging enhanced detection of focal glucose hypometabolism caused by focal cortical dysplasia. A 20-year-old man with the left orbito-frontal lobe epilepsy is presented. No remarkable abnormality was noted in the conventional presentation of FDG-PET. (A) Magnetoencephalography recording revealed that equivalent current dipoles (*green circles*) in the 3-dimensional MR imaging) of his interictal spikes were localized in the left orbito-frontal region. (B) Review of the dipole region led us to identify focal glucose hypometabolism in the same region (*arrows*) in FDG-PET. (C) The patient underwent focal cortical resection of the orbito-frontal lobe after the orbito-frontal seizure onset was confirmed by invasive evaluation with chronically implanted subdural electrodes. Histo-pathological diagnosis of microdysgenesis was established.
recommended that multimodal results are spatially co-registered and reviewed in a common anatomical space, which is useful in planning surgery (Fig. 3). Automated brain extraction, multimodal image registration, and volume-rendered visualization are easily available by free software packages.42,43)

Neuropsychological Testing

Neuropsychological evaluation of patient’s cognitive capabilities is essential before and after epilepsy surgery. Neuropsychological deficits help not only to localize or lateralize epileptogenic zone, but also to estimate post-operative risks of cognitive decline. For example, impairment of verbal memory performance is caused by damage in the hippocampal memory system, thus supportive of the diagnosis of mesial temporal lobe epilepsy, especially of the language-dominant hemisphere.

The risk of post-operative cognitive impairment depends on the ‘functional adequacy of the tissues to be resected’ and ‘reserve capacity’.44) An important principle is that the risk of post-operative cognitive decline is minimum, when surgery is limited to tissues not involved in normal function. For example, removal of non-atrophic hippocampus in the left or language-dominant side carries high risk of post-operative decline in verbal memory. In contrast, removal of atrophic

Fig. 3 Multimodal presentation in the anatomical space. A 6-year-old girl with the right medial frontal lobe epilepsy is presented. Abnormally-thickened cortex was noted in the right medial frontal lobe (arrows in A). FDG-PET in the sagittal section revealed the area of glucose hypometabolism corresponding to the lesion (B). Subtraction ictal SPECT co-registered to MRI (SISCOM) images were registered on the patient’s MRI and presented in the same section with the FDG-PET (C). Ictal hyperperfusion was found to occur in the dorsal part of the lesion. Surgery was planned to remove both the lesion and the area of ictal hyperperfusion. Spatial co-registration of multimodal images is useful in surgical planning.
The hippocampus carries lower risk of post-operative cognitive decline. Better baseline cognitive performance is indicative of both the 'adequacy of tissues to be resected' and 'reserve capacity.'

**Conclusion**

In pre-surgical evaluation of epilepsy, multiple diagnostic tools are used to estimate the location of epileptogenic zone. Non-invasive evaluation of epilepsy includes detailed history taking, long-term video-EEG recording, epilepsy-protocol MRI, neuropsychological testing, FDG-PET, MEG, and SPECT. It is important to recognize that no single diagnostic modality is superior to others in identifying and localizing the epileptogenic zone, and that all evaluations are complementary to each other. Epilepsy-related abnormality is occasionally subtle, ambiguous, and uncertain. Localizing information of one modality may enhance detection of subtle abnormality in another modality.
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